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CHAPTER I

SETTING THE PROBLEM

The Problem

General Statement

The purpose of this study is to evaluate the program,

as it now functions, in the teaching of exceptional chil-

dren of Polk Cotmty, Florida. It will explore some socio-

economic conditions of schools, homes and communities, vrhich

seem to he contributing causes to the need for the program, •'•

The study will examine some results of the program

after its first year of operation and attempt to determine

how well the objectives are being met.

At a time when there is a desire on the part of the tax

paying public to weigh all educational progrsjns on the scales

of economic values, an examination of the environmental

values is in order,

^

Specific Problem

What methods and materials need to be used in the Public

Schools of Polk County, in order to assure the exceptional

1, State Department of Education, Bulletin 9, A Guide to Im-
proved Practice in Florida Elementary Schools.

2. Paul H. Landie, "The Dollar Value of Education," Journal of
the National Education Association (May, 19^9) pp. 366-
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child an education conmensurate with his abilities and

potentialities? The foundations of Democracy suggest equal

opportunity for all in education as well as in other areas,

3

At the present time there is a difficult goal, though surely

no more difficult then other demands made by the public on

the educa,tional systems of the nation.

The schools of Florida, especially those of Polk County,

enroll many children who are rated "exceptional," because of

a deadening home environment. Some causes probably are: poor

nutrition, dearth of medical attention, and in some cases

hereditary mental deficiencies.

Also, because of accidents, diseases, birth injuries,

poor pre-natal and post-natal care, there are enrolled chil-

dren who are unable either physically or mentally to profit

from instruction as it is given in the ordinary classroom

situation,

A functional program, together with the proper mater-

ials of instruction, in order to comply with Florida's com-

pulsory school attendance law, has become a pressing problem.

The teacher in the classroom containing thirty or in

many cases forty-five children knows that very little, if

anything can be done for the child who rates seventy or lower

on the I, Q. test, and. who at the end of the fourth grade, has

3. Arch 0, Heck, Education of Exceptional Children, p, 12,
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not yet learned to read. Since participation in almost any

activity, except physical education, is impossible for this

child, and since his teacher can do little to help him, he

quickly becomes a serious problem. He is maladjusted and

frustrated; he feels that his environment is unfriendly, and

that failure is Inevitable. As a result, habits of truancy

sometimes develop, and in many cases the attendance officer

hasaiother problem to solve, sind eventually the Juvenile

Coxirt has another youthful offender on its records.

Definition of Terms

The Exceptional Child: for the purpose of this study,

this term shall be interpreted to mean a child who is taken

out or left out of his normal group. Specifically it shall

refer to children who are on the exceptionally negative side.

Scope of the Problem

The study was made of the program and of the children

now enrolled in classes for the exceptional children in

Polk County. These classes have been in operation for one

year. Consideration was given to evidences of improvement

in attitudes, personal appearance, health, responsibility for

self, social adjustment, citizenship, academic work, arts and

crafts, and participation in giy>up activities.

Recognition was given to the help extended to the homes

through the education of these children in the special classes.
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The morale of the parents already seems much Improved as the

children show progress in their work, and a feeling of security

is experienced when they see the possibility that their child

will be able to make his contribution to life in a Democratic

society.

Those teachers and supervisors of the educational pro-

gram, who are eager for improved liaison between the home and

the school, should not fail to note that education finds an

enthusiastic public relations agent in the parent whose child

is able to make some progress in a special class after ex-

periencing repeated failure for several years.

No less important is the happiness and mental uplift of

the children themselves, ^en at last the stigma of failure

has been removed and they are able to make progress, once the

work has been geared to their mental speed in the special

classes. Some of the children are experiencing their first

success this year in the special classes and are very enthus-

iastic about their own progress,

Basic Hypothesis

It is believed that when data are organized and presented,

it will reveal a possible correction of the difficulties now

encountered in educating the exceptional children in the pub-

lic schools.

Since the program is known to be a benefit to society in

its present form, it should be of more worth in the near future,

when preventive measures are incorporated into the x^rork.

i
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Need for the Study

As in all new programs there is a necessity for a

careful study of aims and objectives so that an accxirate

picture of vdiat the program is expected to aocon^lish can be

presented to the public,

A survey of the group which the program is expected to

serve, vj-ill disclose that those who do not profit by the work,

should be placed in a state school. This will enable the

special teachers to instruct more efficiently those who can be

expected to profit from the program.

Chronological age groups should be considered. At present

in Polk County the policy is to wait until the child has been

in school for several years, thus proving that ordinary class-

room teaching is of no benefit to him, before he is placed in

a special group. It should be carefully considered whether

it would be more advantageous to make placement at the end of

the first year in school, or whenever the Detroit Test (now

used in the first grade) shovrs the child to be of low I, Q,

It is not extremely difficult, in most cases, to distinguish

those children who need special attention.

Leading authorities in the field of special education be-

lieve that exceptional children can learn academic work, pro-

vided it is presented slowly enough and at a level sufficiently

element8J?y for the child's mental age. Many children do not

learn to read until they are twelve years of age.

^. Ibid. , p, 3^1-3,
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Other educators believe that the teaching of arte and

crafts, tool work, hand work, and shop, together with right

habits and attitudes Is the proper method of educating these

exceptional children, ^ There are others who woixld develop what-

ever single skill the Individual happens to possess along one

certain line and to attempt nothing else in the way of educa-

tion.

The program needs evaluation and examination against the

known fact that more can be accomplished where Interest and

effort are hand in hand, and where all persons Interested in a

project let their Interest be knovm. The extent to which this

can be accomplished will determine the grovrth and status of a

project more than any other known factor*

Incld.ence of the Problem

In the autumn of 19^^, the writer returned to the school

room as a classroom teacher, after an absence of ten years.

It was with amazement that the same problems confronting the

classroom teacher, concerning exceptional children were again

encountered. The only new method noted was, "Social Promotion,"

Instead of "Failure," or "Retained in same grade," placed on

report cards. The above method solved no problem but created

other and more pressing dlfflcultieB,

The classroom to which the writer returned contained forty

I

5. Ibid., pp. 350-352.
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boys and girls In two gradee; among these were at least five

exceptional children. Three were mentally retarded, one

child had a difficult reading problem, and the other was mal-

adjusted socially.

In desperation, the principal was consulted when the prob-

lem became more difficult. She was new in the State of Florida

and also in the school, and was unable to suggest anything that

seemed a reasonable, workable plan to help either the children

or the teacher. All authorities to which the problem was re-

ferred agreed that there were no provisions at that time for

the exceptional group, but promised to bring the matter to the

attention of the proper authorities.

The first of the next year the writer was asked to fill

tiie vacancy left in the school by the sudden resignation of the

principal. The problem of the exceptionals was still there,

and the exceptional children had increased in numbers. Teachers

were voicing the opinion that the normal children were being

retarded by the association with the exceptionals.

At the elose of the session, one teacher refused to sign

her contract to return unless there was a promise that the

trouble-makers would be removed. The writer was a teaching-

principal, and the only solution to the problem seemed to be

placing the exceptionals in the principal's own classroom, giv-

ing them some construction materials, picture books, easy read-

ing material, and all attention possible.
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It was at this point that real interest supplanted

annoyance v/lth the problem. It was evident that when pres-

sure to achieve was removed, or that a feeling of coE5)etltlon

no longer existed, and when the children were allowed to color,

construct, look at picture books, and do some easy reading from

colorfully illustrated children's story books, they became a

better adjusted group. They began to enjoy school. No one

eDqjected them to learn anything, but several made some pro-

gress. They coiild learn If they were not expected to progress

beyond their mental capacity. The amazing Incidence was that

three gained two years in reading as revealed by The Stanford

Achievement Test,

Some help was forthcoming, for at this time the County

Board of Education secured the services of a psychologist, and

seriously maladjusted cases could be referred to that agency.

It has been with deep Interest that the lO'lter has followed

the work of a related type vfclch has been done In Polk County

and surrounding counties In the last three years. Progress has

been slow, It Is true, but the thinking of educators and lay

groups alike has been centered on the exceptional child's

welfare.

At the close of the school session of 19^7-19^8, the

writer was asked to teach a low section, which developed into

an exceptional group. This group was made up of children of

low I.Q, taken from the Ijlilrd, fourth and fifth grades. Speech

difficulties, eye difficulties, and problems of malnutrition
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complicated the work. Emotional blocks and reading dis-

abilities completed the plcttire of the group.

Guidance courses and college vrork at the gradua,te level

concerning the exceptional child have now given the study

an added incentive, ajid the fact that other states long ago

established methods of caring for the exceptional child in

their schools gives prestige to the study.

Related Literatitre

A preliminary search has revealed much Information, both

in scientific and non scientific literature, in the fields

relative to this subject. The above information is drawn from

many sources. Books, magazines and professional reports have

been read for materials.

The subject is new only in its relation to education, for

the diseased, the crippled, the deaf, dumb and blind and their

treatment has been a question that has been discussed since

ancient times,

Egyptian, Roman and Greek civilizations, according to

historical reports, destroyed their evident defectives, and

also the very delicate, at birth; or, if they did not actually

destroy them, they were exposed on mountain sides or other ex-

posed places, or in isolated spots, where as usual, nature

pTirsued its certain and cruel course.

This practice in Sparta was supposed to produce perfect

soldiers of the perfect children who were allowed to grow up.
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However, when the Spartans came into contact with the out-

side world, they abandoned the practice. A similar arbitrary

plan suggested in Plato's Republio was intended to build up

a ruling class,®

In Sociological references, and among the Sociologists,

sJLarm seems to be felt because of two conditions: preventive

medicine coupled with modem, scientific discoveries which

are saving so many defectives, and the decreasing birth rate

among the intelligent, but higher rate among the less intel-

lectual,'

The Economist, no doubt, will agree with the Biologist

and the Sociologist, There is much literature in the field

of economics pertinent to this subject. True, the economist

is concerned with the standard of living, and in most cases,

vrith the welfare of those who must live all their life in

poverty.

The Scientists and medical specialists are seemingly

optimistic. Very little alarm is sounded from their world.

Doctors continue to perform what in ancient times would have

been called miracles. This la done that the crippled may

walk and that the blind may see. Medicine and science as a

6, Franklin A. Shull, Heredity , p. 37^.

7, Barney J. Ross, New Age Sociology , p. 529.
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team have learned much about the cause of feeblemindedness

and mental deficiency, and in some seemingly hopeless cases

have been able to correct much of the difficulty. G-landulsir

disfunction is gradually being understood and treated in order
Q

to restore individuals both physically and mentally,

°

A large body of related literature is found in the field

of psychology. This closely allied field has given the world

Its greatest knowledge concerning the workings of the human

mind.

The Psychologists, men who experimented in the science

of hiiman behavior, vfithheld no knowledge or concealed no dis-

coveries which could possibly benefit h'uman destiny. Before

the invention of soiitable instruments for testing, it was not

possible to discover how serious the mental defect of a sub-

ject might be or if he were normal; however, since the advent

of intelligence tests, this is no longer true.

8, Madeline Wood, "Can Medicine Make You Smarter?" Coronet .

(November, 19^7) PP, 3-7.
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CHAPTER II

ORGANIZATION OF POLK COUNTY'S PROGRAM
OF

SPECIAL EDUCATION

Diirlng the post session of the school year 19^7-^8, the

school administrators and the interested teachers of Polk

Cotinty met to discuss and organize a progrsun of special edu-

cation for the exceptional children of Polk Co\inty.

Keeping in mind the Florida State Department of Educa-

tion's definition of the exceptional child,

"An exceptional child shall mean any educable child
or youth who deviates from the normal child physic-
ally, intellectually, socially or emotionally to
such a degree that specialized or additional ser-
vices are recommended as essential to provide an
adequate educational program for him, "3.

Plans were made to test and screen the children who were

potential candidates for such classes. Although some screen-

ing was done during August, 19^8, most of the testing was ac-

complished after the school session had begun.

Careful study was made of school records. Observations

by teachers and previous resTilts of I, Q.'s were discovered to

be the most satisfactory ways of screening. By the use of

these methods a number of children were found who were thought

to be in need of special education.

1. State Department of Education, Regrxlations Relating to the
Education of Exceptional Children . December, 19^8,
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During the third week in September, 19^8, Administrators

and teachers met to consider the resiilts of the study. At

this meeting a plan of work was agreed upon and details ex-

plained.

Each child who had been tested and whose I, Q, fell below

seventy-five, was a candidate for the special class. The chil-

dren vj-ere examined by consulting psycliologists^ from Florida

State University, who recommended placement in special classes,

provided the same results were evidenced by the special test.

The follox^lng week the results of the tests were submitted

to the teachers. As a result of the stu*3y, ten classes were

organized in different communities. About one hundred fifty

children were enrolled and the classes were placed under the

direction of a supervisor and ten teachers.

An linportant factor in the organization of the program

vras that its urgent need was felt by the authorities in charge

of the schools of the county. The classroom teachers were

grateful for help with their problems, and the teachers of. the

exceptional children were also grateful for an opportunity

to help the children -who were in need of special education.

2, Doctor Andrew Sweetland smd Bernard Sheplar, Consulting
Psychologists, Florida State University, Tallahassee,
Florida.
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CHAPTER III

SIGNIFICANCE OF SOCIO-ECONOMIC
AND

ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS

Polk County, located in central Florida is a large phys-

ical Tinit of government. Its varied industries produce a

diversified type of economy. In this county, the wealthiest

agricultural county in the United States, and one of the largest

in area in Florida, is found the contrast in economic conditions

tsrpical of the State,

"The children of Florida are coming to schooli
They enter its portals of learning each year

^ ... brave, afraid, independent, helpless,
strong, frail. , , from homes of op\ilence, homes
of privation, of squalor, of desperation, safe
homes, sound homes, , , from communities of
factories, of farms and groves and from thickly

populated towns, "1

Agriculture and phosphate mining are the major industries.

The mining, refining and processing of phosphate gives employ-

ment to a large number of people at varying economic levels.

These people and their families have the normal security of

regular employment and enjoy fair housing fkcilities.

The chief agricultural activity is the growing and proces-

sing of citrus fniit. By processing, is meant the picking,

hauling, grading, washing and packing of fresh fruit, as well

1, State Department of Education, A G-uide to Improved Practice
In Florida Elementary Schools

7

p, 26,
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as the canning and packing of fresh fruit and Juice. These

activities employ many men and women.

The citrus industry, being seasonal, attracts a large

number of migratory workers, with the attendant social evils.

Other agricultural activities are the raising of beef cattle,

dairying, poT^Ltry farming, and the growing of winter vegetables

and strawberries. These are usually self contained and the in-

come varies according to the capital invested. Management

and the hazards of climate.

In the country and especially in the citrus centers, good

housing and other social benefits for the employees, have not

kept pace with the groirth of industry, and the popxjlation.

From these people, handicapped by the lack of secxirity of

employment, medical care, worlcmen's compensation, unemployment bene-

fits and liveable housing come numbers of exceptional children.

Another factor disturbing to the homes, and not generally

recognized, is the employment of the women, the mothers of

families, A woman working in a packing house or cannery adds

to the income of the fajmily, but has time for little more than

food and clothing for her family. The early training and educa-

tion of the children is of necessity neglected.

Some conditions common to the exceptional child are: dis-

tractabillty, to the point of complete lack of attention; in-

security, giving rise to anxiety, and from the nutritional stand-

point, an Inadequate diet. Physical and environmental handicaps

are apparent. Speech difficulties, poor hearing, soiemia, evidence
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of hookworm infection, heart murmxirs, Impetigo skin eruptions,

dirty scalp and clothing, and conditions of low vitality, are

evidences of some of the conditions to be met.

Vlhen a search is made for information relative to exact

factors concerning environment and economic status in relation

to intelligence and aptitude, differences of opinion are found

to exist among the authorities.

It would be presumptious to assume that the influences of

the factors enumerated in the previous paragraphs are the entire

cause of menteJ. and educational retardation. Time has proved

that heredity cannot be considered as the major determining

factor in menta^l development.

No one seems to doubt the advantage of a good heredity, but

since a good heredity usually carries with it a good environ-

ment, it is difficult to determine where one ceases and the

other begins.

Heredity cannot be overlooked. There is a great resem-

blance between parents and children. Though the parents con-

tribute the early environment of the child, it is not possible

to determine the part that is played by either environment or

heredity. That there are any traits which seem to be character-

istic of certain families does not prove much, since children placed

in foster homes often resemble their foster parents more than they

resemble their blood parents, both as to traits and abilities,^

2, S, C. Garrison and K, C. Garrison, The Psychology of Elementary
School Sub.lects. pp. 16-^1,
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Many authorities have found a very decided correlation

between place of birth and outstanding abilities and their

conclusion seemed to be in favor of the strength of environ-

ment.-^

It is still true that all children, who are born into

the best homes possible, and have what seems to be a good

heredity, do not develop into the most intelligent children

in the schools. Conversely, all children who are born into

a seemingly deadening environment, and with doubtful heredity,

do not show mental retardation. Consequently, it is not pos-

sible to make a general statement to cover all cases; however,

it is evident tha.t where there are poor home conditions, mar-

ginal subslstance levels, and cultural disadvantages, more

children are found who have failed to show normal mental

development.

The factor of nonreadiness, both socially and education-

ally is one that concerns teachers and administrators alike.

There seems to be a poorer reading level, together Tidth more

difficulty In learning skills in limited ciiltural areas,

even in children where the mental ability is considered normal.

3. Charles E, Skinner, Educational Psychology , pp. l^-lj-hm-.
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CHAPTER IV

NECESSARY EVALUATION

Heck says that persons Interested In a program of

special education must not expect other educational workers

to make the necessary defenses for them. In regards to cost

and administration of the program, but must attend to these

matters themselves.

In all new programs It is necessary to decide upon the

value that is hoped for, from the use of new methods and

materials. Since the pir)gram of special education Is new In

Polk CoTinty, this evaluation Is necessary at the present time.

Only when this program of special education has become tradi-

tional through long establishment, as is the Florida State

program for the deaf and blind, will the education of the

mentally retarded—those children slow In learning—^be accepted

by the genereJ. public. So long as there remains a doubt in

the public's mind as to monetary wjrth of this education, it

will be necessary to Interpret the program in terms of material

and environmental values.

In an age when, "the survival of the fittest" Is no longer

operative in a civilized, democratic society in many areas of

life, this biological law still appears to be enforced to a

1. Heck, 02., clt. , p. 32^.
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greater or less degree in the schools of our nation,

^

In proof of the foregoing, It Is only necessary to inter-

view some of the educational casusuLties of the last decade.

They may be found in many areas. Industry, agriculture, the

United States Navy, Airoy and Marine Corps, absorb a share of

the young people xrho failed to complete their education. The

schools should develop a program that will keep these young

people in school longer, with profit to their future develop-

ment.

V/hen young people are questioned as to their failure to

complete their education, they do not place the difficulty in

any particular area. They say that they just couldn't get

Interested in education sufficiently to continue in classes.

Economic presstire is another reason frequently advanced, 3

Yoiuig people who have abandoned their educational plans,

often say that there was no pi*ogram developed in their schools

In which they could achieve success.

Education for the exceptional child is based on considera-

tion of rights and not on considerations of charity or bene-

volence.

It may be permissible to compare the exceptional children

of our nation to the minorities which we have heard discussed

2. John T. Wahlqulst, Philosophy of American Education , p. 3,

3, Arthur 0, Jones, Principles of guidance , p. 121.

h. Skinner, o^. cit. , p. 626,
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so much in the last decade. The fact seems well established

that In nations where the rights of minorities are not safe-

guarded and protected, it is but a short step to the neglect

and abuse of other groups. This Is as true in the field of

education as in other areas, -5

Many interests can be assured that when these children,

exceptional on the negative side are cared for in special

classes, that the interests of the mentally superior or gifted

groups will be safeguarded. Those who vrould see vocational

training, shop, agriculture, and kindergarten classes established

are more likely to see their ambitions in special education

realized, x^en the interests of the minorities are safeguarded,"

5. Edward A. Ross, New Age Sociology, pp. ^^5-^^6.

6. Baker, o^.. cit. , p. ^62.
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CHAPTER V

VALUE OF THE TESTING PROGRAM

FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN

The value of any testing program Is measured by the uses

of the numerous tests. The testing program Is valuable only

if the Interpretation of the resulting data gives real in-

formation. If the scores obtained are to be reliable and

valid, particular attention must be given to the directions

for administering and scoring the tests. The individual, ^o

administers the standard test must realize that time limits

set by the makers of the test, determine the validity of the

result. The failure to observe time limits, possibly is the

flaw of much group testing done In the schools.

The Revised Beta Test,- which was used in Polk County,

was fotind to be easy to administer. Careful attention sho\ild

be given to directions for testing and methods of scoring.

The resTJilts were correlated \Jlth the resiilts of tests given

by professional psychologists. In a few isolated cases, the

results differed.

Some former g3x>up intelligence tests which had been ad-

ministered in the Schools of Polk Coimty, had depended upon

the individual's ability to read the material presented. Some

1, The Revised Beta Test may be obtained from The Psychological
Corporation, 522 Fifth Avenue, New York 18, New York,
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children, because of physical or other handicaps, score un-

necessarily low In a test where reading ability is necessary.

Any deviation from what was considered normal for a child,

was sufficient reason for having him tested. Many children were

sent for tests by the classroom teacher.

The testing program showed some children of normal intel-

ligence to be in need of remedial work, sjid not special educa-

tion. Special attention to these children enabled them to fit

into the regular school program,

A child who was fotmd to be lower than seventy five in

I, Q, vras sent to the psychologist for retestlng.

An especially valuable feature of the work done by the

consulting psychologists was the performsince test of the chil-

dren. This gave better results than other tests which had been

used. Several children made a better showing on the tests

administered In this laanner, than had been thought possible for

them.

Everyone must realize that a test is a comparison of one

person with another. One child is more or less intelligent

than another.

2

The testing program was of value, since it gave the most

nearly accurate picture of the children tested. It placed

pupils vjhere they cotild develop to the best advantage. This

consisted of groups where similar ability was a factor in

placement.

2, Wayland F. Vaughn, G-eneral Psychology, p. 5^^.
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CHAPTER VI

VALUE OF HKALTH PROGRAM FOR

EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN

A medical examlns.tion of children, who were foiind to be

candidates for special education, is a mandatory rule of the

Florida State Department of Education,

Polk County was especially fortunate in having the ser-

vices of the County Health Unit. Dr. Edwin G-, PJ.ley, phy-

sician in charge of the unit, made the physical examinations

of the exceptional children. Services of the unit were used

in full, and a type^^ritten report was ms.de of each child so

examined. This report listed the defects in each child's

case, and made recommendations for correction. These reports

were filed with the child's record and a summary was sent to

each parent, listing the defects discovered in the children,

and requesting that these defects be corrected.

It was suggested to the parents of exceptional children,

that family physicians make corrections and give treatments.

In those cases where the parents and family physicians could

not care for the children, the clinic of the health Tinit helped

them. Many psirente availed themselves of these opportunities.

The County school nurse and the school nurses in each area

gave every possible assistance to the exceptlonai groups.
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Teachers of exceptional groups were glad to have this valu-

able service.

Other Interested groups, not heretofore mentioned, were

the various service clubs and women s' organizations. These

organizations provided funds for laedical and dental treatment,

that were not otherwise available.

The Lion's Clubs of the various communities, in coopera-

tion V7ith the Florida Cotmcil for the Blind, worked diligently

for the sorely needed correction of eye difficulties and pur-

chased glasses for children whose parents were unable to

secm^e them i-d.thout aid,

VJhere parents were inclined to postpone needed physical

corrections for their children and where they failed to keep

appointments that were ma.de for them, they were urged by the

special teachers eind by school and county nurses, to attend

to these matters immediately.

Conferences were held with parents, to help them to

Tinderstand that health and nutritional diffictilties produce

poor school vrork and often, bad behavior. Parents were ad-

vised that physical causes, temper tantrums and other malbe-

havior should be corrected before pionishment is administered

to a child. It is true that the parents are tried by the

heedlessness and forgetfulness of rules of conduct by the

exceptional, child, and that they need help to realize that

other remedies are usually more satisfactory than pimishment.
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Dental defects were foxind In almost all of the children

in the exceptional groups. This is not strange since the

entire school population of Polk County has a higher incidence

of dental defects than average school groups. This is In

accordance with a specisJ. report for the school year, 19^7-

19^8. ' Some dental work was done among the exceptional chil-

dren, but there is much more work needed to remove this health

hazard from tlie group.

Many of the exceptional children were found to have

persistent colds throughout the school year. These conditions

were complicated by bad tonsils and adenoids. Because of

these and other conditions these children failed to gain

weight and showed symptoms of undernourishment.

In those cases where tonsils and adenoids were removed,

and other corrections made, improvement in physical and mental

health were noted. The improvement is marked in these chil -

dren who at last have had removed obstructions which have

damaged their educational and physical development.

As a part of the program for the health improvement of the

children in the special classes, supplementary lunches were

seirved. The lunches consisted of orange Juice and crackers.

In some instances of extreme malnutrition, milk was provided.

The orange Juice is provided for the lunchrooms throughthe

Florida State Vfelfare board, by the purchases of the United

1. Dr, Edwin G. Riley, Special Report on Dental Health . Polk
County Health Department, a talk to Eloise Psirent Teachers
Association,
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states Department of Agriculture, Orange Juice Is helpful

in cases of malnutrition and anemia; It provides vitamin "C

and is a relief to "hidden hiinger. "^ It gives a tired child

more energy to take him through a long morning of school

activities.

Skin eruptions, such as impetigo, were found and treatment

hy school nurses to children in special groups was given. Some

minor cases cleared up with removal of other factors and vd.th

better nutrition.

In the teaching of health, cleanliness of person, clothes,

and surroundings for the home and school were stressed. The

exceptional children are fairly responsive to heeJ-th instruc-

tion, as they are to any program that can be stressed frequently.

Health teaching is repeated daily and is a valuable part of the

school program. That the teaching of health and cleanliness

was accepted and practiced became apparent v;ith the niomber of

clean faces and freshly laimdered clothes. These v;ere rooi*e in

evidence each day as the program operated through the school

year.

The value of the health program can be weighed by the

health improvement of the exceptional group. Much of this

could not have been accomplished vrithout the aJ.d of special

physical and psychological examinations. Because of the health

prograjQ, education of 1he exceptional children was more effective.

2, Dr. Walter Wilklns and French Boyd, "Nutrition for You," con-
tribution to National Nutrition Program, p, 6,
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CHAPTER VII

VALUE OF SPECIAL CLASSES

Under the program of special education, the classroom

reserved for exceptional children are as large as possible,

and are not overcrowded vdth fxorniture. Since fifteen chil-

dren is the limit for a special class, it is possible to

move furniture and other fixtures in order to form small

groups to play games and perform calesthenics.

This is a great advantage, for children of this type

are easily distracted and cannot be kept attentive to any

activity for many minutes at a time.

The first six V7eeks after the children were placed in

the special classes was an exploratory period for both pupils

and teachers. This allowed the tes,cher to revise her plan

of work, in line \idth hoped-for objectives. Many times the

plan of work had to be modified in order to meet the needs

of the pupils. Often the result fell below the result ex-

pected by the teacher and the time consumed was far more than

that originally allotted to a given activity.

The children in the special classes were not given mater-

ial with which they were veiguely familiar but couldn't read,

but were given new and Interesting materials with which to

work, and easy books were placed in their hands.
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A child must experience some sense of security and feel-

ing of success if he is to acquire any education worthwhile.

"Security is present when the child feels tha.t re-
gardless of attainment he is still accepted as a
member of the group. He rests in the knowledge
that he is established in the scheme of life, , ,

Opportunities for achievement within the level of
the learner will give self confidence to him.
Recognition of his achievement will satisfy the
desire to build an acceptable status."^

1, State Department of Education, A &ulde to Improved Practice
In Florida Elementary Sohjopls7 P. ^3*
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CHAPTER VIII

EVALUATION OF PROGRAM FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN

AS DETERTGNED BY INTERVIEW'S

Parents of exceptional children were Interviewed. These

parents were not asked what they thought of the prograjn, as

their personal reaction was not the Important point, but

rather the information that such a program was under way, and

of the effect it had had on their children.

When parents were asked how the new program had affected

their children they were quick to express their pleasure in

the consideration of the child and his problems. They doubt

the continuance of the program, for they do not believe that

funds will be allocated for the education of those who learn

so little. But these people say that the long years of neglect

of this group have saved funds that might be used now.

The State of Florida would do well to consider the

parents of exceptional children, vrho feel that their children

have not had their share of education. Bad public relations

result in cases where parents, even though a small minority,

are dissatisfied Trrf.th the program of state education.

Parents were given hope when President Hoover called the

White House Conference in Washington, D, C. , In the year 1932,

1, Baker, o£, clt. , p, ^63.
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This conference formulated the children's Charter and pledged

Itself to the goals of this charter. Some of the articles

have definite significance for parents of exceptional chil-

dren. For Example, Article IV,

"For every child, full preparation for his birth,
his Mother receiving pre-natal, natal, and post-
natal care, and the establishment of such meas-
ures as will make child bearing safer, "2

This is especially significant since many of the exceptional

children are victims of birth injuries.

Article X carries implications for every exceptional

child:

"For every child an education, which, through the
discovery and development of hia individual,
abilities, prepares him for life; and through
training and vocational guidance prepare him a
life which will yield him the maximum of satis-
faction. "3

Article XIII is directly and pointedly applicable:

"For every child who is blind, deaf, crippled or
otherwise physically handicapped and for the
child who is mentally deficient, such measures
as will early discover and diagnose his handi-
cap, provide care and treatment, and so train
him that he may become an asset to society,
rather than a liability. Expenses of these
services shall be borne publicly where they can-
not be privately met, "^

Classroom teachers have said that both they and the normal

children benefitted greatly by the removal of the exceptional

2, I'ttilte House Conference, The Children s Charter, pp, k$-^6,

3, Loc, cit.

k, Loc. Pit.
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children. These children, who could have no happiness and

success In class work, were a disturbing element In the

classroom. Teachers thought one year was too short a time

to complete the evaluation of the program but the Improve-

ment In the happiness of the child was favorable.

Supervisors reported that the feeling of progress in the

exceptional children was valuable. One supervisor spoke

favorably of the help the classroom teacher had received from

the removal of the exceptional children from the classroom.

None of the supervisors questioned felt that stlgmatlzatlon

had been a problem.^

One supervisor said that from an administrator's point

of view, Polk Gotinty was not prepared to establish and ad-

minister the program. She said that sufficient equipment had

not been planned for nor had a proper number of teachers re-

ceived the special training necessary.

The expense of the program was discussed, this being one

of the complications in the continuance of the classes In

special education. The schools may go back to the practice

of leaving this minority uneducated. The parents of these

children, and their relatives and friends who see them neglected,

will remark on the nonsense of schools, and will naturally vote

against further taxation. The writer feels that It is not

5, Heck, 22., clt. , p. 3^^.
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kno"wn how deeply the subject of educational opportunity for

the exceptional child is tied in with the welfare of the

general school program.

Another supervisor felt that the program meets a real need,

and that the morale of the parents had been rstised by the fact

that some thing had been done for their children, but feared

etigmatizatlon for the children. This supervisor agreed as

to the benefit to normal classrooms and their teachers. She

also i>ointed out that beginning the program before the adminis-

trative staff was ready for it was a handicap.

One county superintendent was interviewed. This super-

intendent expressed satisfaction with the program. His great

objection was the financing of the program for the coming

school year. He said that excessive high cost made it very

difficult.

The above superintendent feared the stlgmatization of

the children placed in the special classes. When his atten-

tion was called to the fact that stignatization is a factor

wherever the exceptional children are placed, he seemed not

to have considered that possibility,^

The superintendent felt that the program fulfills a very

real need, and that aid to the morale of the parents was

valuable.

6. Heck, o£. Pit. . p, 371.
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In weighing the opinions of Individuals and groups,

the parents of the children concerned were prejxjnderant.

In their favor of the program, and since they are more

directly concerned their opinions are of value.

The regular teachers are next In favor of the program.

They have long heen aware of the need of special education,

and have more understanding of the problems to "be met. Their

teaching Is more satisfactory when exceptional children are

removed from their regrilar groups,'^

Principals interviewed were also in favor of the program

hut saw more of the difficulties In Its development.

Administration has two problems: finance and the training

of special teachers. Finance Is no simple problem, but It

enough information, as to the need of this education, is given

to the public auid if a demand is made for the democratic rl^t

of these children, the other problem should not be as difficult

as finance. There are many teachers always ready to meet the

challenge of a special problem and to spend their time and

money for any special training required.

7. BaJter, op. clt. , p. ^72,
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CHAPTER IX

REPORTS OF QUESTIONNAIRES
TO

TKACHERS OF SPECIAL CLASSES

On June 3> 19^9, a questionnaire was mailed to each,

teacher of a class of exceptional children in Polk County,

This questionnaire was sent to ten teachers. Approximately

one hundred eight children xirere involved. A letter accom-

panied each form, asking that the degree of improvement in

measured behavior he reported. Teachers were assured that

no personal information was being sought, and that no names

would be given in reporting. When the questionnaires were

returned, it was evident ths.t each teacher had honestly and

objectively tried to evaluate her work with the exceptional

children.

Health

The health program was outstanding and was first on this

questionnaire. In replying to this question, the teachers

stated that fifty t^^ children had shown marked improvement

during the school year. Fifty one children showed some health

improvement and five children showed no improvement.

Physical Education

Physical Education has value for the exceptional child as

well as for the normal child. To the queation measuring physical
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education Improvement, teachera reported that eighty five

children showed definite Improvement, Twenty two children

made some progress and only one was reported to have made

no progress whatever, In this area,

Reading AMlity

Sixty nine children were reported as having made real

Improvement In reading ability during the year. Those re-

ported as showing some Improvement numbered twenty-eight.

Only twelve were reported as making no lmpi>Dvenent In read-

ing ahllity.

Number Ability

This area is perhaps next to reading ability, and is a

necessary skill for dally living. Seventy-three of the chil-

dren in the special classes were reported as much Improved in

number ability. Twenty four children were reported as slightly

improved and only ten as making no progress in number ability.

Attention

The ability to give attention is a very important factor

in special education. Inability to give attention is a fre-

quent reason for the lack of success of the child. Informa-

tion from the questionnaire indicated marked growth in the

attention habits of sixty-two children. Some inrprovement was

listed for twenty-eight, and six children were reported to have

made no progress.
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Effort

Interest should also be Included with effort, since

there are those In authority who feel that the two phases are

difficult of separation. Those children given as making much

Improvement In this area are given as sixty-two. Those chil-

dren listed as making some Improvement number thirty-five, and

four children who made no progress were reported.

Ability to Follow Dlreotione

Poor ability in following directions produces a need for

special education. This ability is one of the hardest to

acquire in all education, and with the exceptional child may

well be impossible. Memory is a factor in the difficulty and

since the exceptional child has a very short memory span, the

ability to follow directions is an area of trouble.

Fifty-three children are listed as sho\iring much improve-

ment. Fifty-three are listed as shov/ing some improvement and

only two as showing no improvement.

Arts and Crafts

The area of arts and crafts has an Important place, a.s it

is through this work that manual skill is developed, as is also

the ability to follow directions. Children are allowed freedom

of expression here to a great extent and the activity shoxild be

one of enjoyment. Sixty children reported as definitely improv-

ing in arts and crafts, and forty-four are reported as having
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shown some improvement. Two children are reported to have

done no tiling at all,

Handvirriting

The teaching of handwriting has been linked with intel-

ligence since handwriting is a tool subject. At this time,

some investigations have definitely shown that poor handwriting

accompanies other educational disabilities.

Thirty-five children were reported as showing much im-

provement in the area. Thirty-eight showed some improvement,

and ten were listed and making no progress in writing.

Speech

The speech defects and difficulties of exceptional chil-

dren are a sovirce of embarrassment end emotional disturbance

both to the pupils and to their parents. As It is a difficulty

that a parent cannot fail to notice, the parents and children

are extremely anxious to have speech difficulties corrected.

These difficulties assume many forms and are caused by many

factors. There is the child who is mute, the stutterer, and

the child who speaks so brokenly ths-t he cannot make his wants

knovm. All these children can be helped as language develops

and as matin'lty proceeds. Speech training was given by the

teachers, since speech difficulties are not usually organic.

Speech difficulties in exceptional children are perhaps the

result of immaturity and lack of proper training.

Returns from the questionnaire listed forty-seven children
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as making marked Improvement in speech. Children making

some improvement numbered forty-nine and those making no

progress numbered ten.

Ability to Select Activity

This item is of particular importance. The child who

is a "sitter" who will do nothing when he has finished the

task assigned, is a problem in any group. Each child should

be encotiraged to select an activity as soon as he is throvigh

with his assigned task. This freedom of choice, and dis-

couragement of idleness will stimulate ability to choose.

The number of children shov^ing growth in this area were

given as thirty-nine. Those children showing some grox'/th

numbered fifty-tliree, and those who made no improvement six.

Personal Appearance

Since the feeling of well being and assurance follow

pride in personal appearance, this question was given place

in the questionnaire.

Sixty-eight children made much improvement in personal

appearance, according to the data given. Thirty-eight chil-

dren are listed as having made some improvement, and two

children made no improvement in the a^rea of personal appearance,

SociajL Attitudes

By sociaJ. attitudes is meant the ability of the child to

make friends in class and to prove himself friendly and help-
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fvH on the playground and in the cafeteria. Manners and

food habits and relations with classms.te8 are areas of con-

sideration. Fifty-six children are reported as having made

definite improvement in this important field. Forty-two

children are listed as making some improvement, and eight

made no progress according to the reports.

Conclusions

The results of the above data speak for themselves, of

the value of the program of special education in Polk Cotinty,

in environmental values and rehabitations of the children

participating in the program.

The data are t]:ie result of the teachers' opinions, the

estimate of a teacher on a child's progress in his school

achievement record is recognized as valxzable.

One teacher, in returning her questionnaire wrote that

something should siirely be done with the exceptional child

before he reaches adolescence, since on reaching that age,

habit patterns are hard to alter. This teacher said, and

the writer agrees, that the program should begin with the

children from seven to ten years.

An important fact in weighing these results Is that the

data were furnished by active teachers and is therefore

valuable. Also, the questionnaire covered points essential

in the development of the exceptional child.
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The resiilts of the questionnaire show degreee of Im-

provement and the number of children in each division.

Marked
Improvement

Slight
Improvement

No
Improvement

Health 52 51 5

Physical Education 85 22 1

Reading Ability 69 28 12

Niimber Ability 73 2^ 10

Attention 62 28 6

Effort 62 35 Jl^

Ability to Follow Directions 53 53 2

Arts and Crafts 60 ij4 2

Handwriting 35 38 10

Speech i^7 ^9 10

Ability to Select Activity 39 53 6

Personal Appearance 68 38 2

Social Attitudes i*6 ^2 8

These figures show that the program of special education

was of benefit to the children participating.
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CHAPTER X

RECOMIJENDATIONS
FOR

EXPANSION OF THE PROGRAM

Upon the organization of a progrsim for the teaching of

exceptional children, classes iD8.y be established on a

generalized basis—one class for the first six grades and

another In Junior high school. Retarded or exceptional chil-

dren will probably never reach high school.

Expansion of the program will include speech correction

or therapy, eight saving, and physically handicapped classes,

or other necessary divisions of special education.

To make the program for the teaching of the exceptional

children successful, the supervisor and administrator must

be able to visualize the benefits of the p3X)gram and have no

doubts as to its ultimate success, or its Inestimable value

to the public.

All special services of the school program, such as health

services, health education, guidance clinic, vxelfare and other

aids should be available to the exceptional children's classes,

Wherever it is possible, the service of the music and art

departments should be available to the exceptional classes.

It is believed that participation in physical education may

give these children a sense of belonging to the regvilar school

program.

1, Baker, o£, clt. , p. ^69.
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There should be a testing program, with each child given

a complete Individual test, and later a complete test by a

trained psychologist. No effort should he spared to obtain

complete information about the exceptlonsJ. child, Pre-school

Information should be secured, and this should be placed In

the Individual record of the child which is kept by the teacher.

As has been said before, adequate room and facilities for

teaching should be provided for the classes in special educa-

tion.

Transportation is often a difficulty faced by administrators.

The smaller schools have not enough children of this type to

form their own classes, and it becomes necessary to transport

them to other locations, Trajisportatlon to central locations,

with regular schedules and lunchroom facilities, and i^th every

security for the children should be the prime consideration in

special education.

Both the public and members of the teaching profession need

education as to the need of this program for special education.

The teacher who accepts the responsibility for the instruction

of the special class should have the proper training and phll-

2
osophy. The teacher training ins tltutlons in Florida should

at once equip themselves for this type of training and be able

to certify those teachers who have made this preparation.

2. Loc. Pit.
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Expanding the special education program to include chil-

dren who are educationally retarded "by two or more grades

would Increase the benefit derived from this vrork to a great

degree.

The problems of the truant and the delinquent, perhaps

already included in the socially maladjusted group, are closely

connected with those of the mentally retarded.

The ^cpiter feels that em institution should be created and

developed to care for the socially maladjusted cases which are

beyond the scope of the public school. In cases of truancy,

where the parent cannot or will not control the child, such

a child should be placed in such an institution. There Is at

present, no such institution available in this area. The state

school is the only alternative, and a child cannot be placed

in this institution until he is twelve years of age, regardless

of maladjustment or any other diffictalty which he may have

developed.

The state school is not desirable in such cases, because

a child who is not a criminal should not be in association with

those who are criminaJLs. An institution set up under the de-

partment of education and connected also vxith the welfare de-

partment could also take care of children who are to be sent to

the state school for the first time. There is a definite need

In Florida for several institutions of this type, and the sooner

such institutions are established, the better it will be for the

correction of truancy and delinquency.
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Community Problems

There are many communities in which the parents do not

pi*ovlde real homes for the children, because working condi-

tions make real home life impossible, VJhere there is no com-

panionship in the home, together with lack of devotion and

affection on the part of the parents, there can be no real

control of the children. Cases have been discovered v^ere

parents admitted that they did not know the whereabouts of

their primary children. They could not control them suffi-

ciently to keep them in school. Such children become attendance

problems early in their school life and because of the delay in

law enforcement and the lack of a place of commitment, they are

allowed to remain in the community and school environment, where

they have a deadly influence on other children and groups.

Many children would cause no trouble if freed from the in-

fluence of such companions, wlio run at large with no home re-

straint.

Education Preferred to Penal Institution

Any institution for children should be educational, rather

than penal, A committee shoxild be provided to review cases re-

ferred for admission. There could be a standing committee for

this purpose; this same committee could remain in office for a

number of years. The personnel of the committee could consist

of a supervisor, a supervising principal, two building prin-

cipals and two teachers. The committee should be so arranged
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that elementary teachers and elementary principals would

serve In cases involving elementary students, and secondary

teachers and principals would serve for secondary students.

A principal or a teacher should not serve on a case from his

own school, and an alternate should be appointed for this

purpose.

Such an institution could well serve as a center for

several counties and the coimty superintendents should appoint

the committees. It would be well if the committee members

could be appointed with overlapping terms in order to have ex-

perienced members at all times, serving on the committee.

Such committees as suggested in the above paragraphs,

would be advised by whatever guidance workers, psychologists,

psychiatrists, social workers and visiting teachers available

at the time in the areas,

"One of the greatest contributions of child gui-
dsmce clinics to mental hygiene practice has been
the bringing together of the professions of psy-
chiatry, medicine, psychology, and social work.
In an attack on problems of behavior, "3

Summary of Recommendations

1, Classes for Exceptional Children should be classed

according to grades,

2, Extensions of the program will include speech correc-

tion, sight saving, physically handicapped, music, arts and

3, L. F. Shaffer, The. Psychology of. Adjustment , p. ^^0,
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crafts, and other needed divisions of classes for the excep-

tional child.

3, Specialized services would be available to all ex-

ceptional children,

^, Transportation to central locations with liinchroom

facilities and every security should be considered,

5, A testing program is necesssj:*y before placing an ex-

ceptional child in a special class,

6, An institution is necessary to care for the malad-

justed or truant child,

7, Education is much preferred to penal care,

8, A committee could Judge the proper management and

care of truant cases,

9, This committee could be central for several counties.
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CHAPTER XI

SUMMARY OF CHAPTERS

Chapter I contains the Setting of the Problem and litera-

ture related thereto.

Chapter II includes an evaluation of the program for ex-

ceptional children,

I, Organization

A, Planned by admlnlBtra.tors and teachers

B, Children's school records were used as
basis of selections,

0, These children were tested by trained
psychologists

D, A supervisor and ten teachers were em-
ployed to care for ten groups that were
organized.

Chapter III - Significance of Socio-Economic and Environ-

mental Conditions,

I, Seasonal industry caused poor environmental conditions.

A, Insecurity

B, Inadequate medical care

C, Inadequate housing

D, Employment of the women of the family,

II, Poor Heredity is apparentlypre sent.

Ill, Poor environment, heredity and training, singly and
together produce exceptional children.
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Chapter IV - Necessary Evaluation

I, Faulty educational program shown by incomplete
schooling,

II, Exceptional child has a basic right of education,

III, Removal of exceptional children is favorable to
development of normal groups.

Chapter V - Value of Testing Program for Exceptional

Children.

I, Beta tests used were easily handled,

II, These tests were followed by testing from trained
psychologists.

III. These tests enabled administrators to satisfactorily
place exceptional children.

Chapter VI - Value of Hea-lth Program for Exceptional

Children,

I, Medical examinations were given.

II, Physical corrections were made,

III, Lunches provided,

IV, Health habits were taught,

V, Health improvement made the education of excep-
tional children more effective.

Chapter VII - Value of Special Classes

I, Parents were pleased by educational opportxinity
given their children,

II, VJhite House Conference gave a statement of chil-
dren's rights,

III, Classroom teachers found normal school rooms im-
proved and signs of improvement in exceptional
children.
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IV, Supervisors found:

A. General school situation benefitted

B, Morale of parents raised.

V, OoTHity superintendent:

A. High, cost of program a problem

B, Program beneficial

VI, Needed for the development of the program:

A, Better financing

B, More teacher training.

Chapter VIII - Evaluation of Program for Exceptional Chil-

dren as Determined by Interviews

I, Parents of the children express appreciation of the
consideration given their children, but feared that
the cost of the program might hinder its continua-
tion,

II. !fhite House Conference of 1932 gave a statement of
the rights of the children.

Ill, Classroom teachers found the school rooms improved
by the removal of disturbing element, and exceptional
children show improvement,

IV, Supervisors thought general school situation bene-
fitted. They stated that more administrative pre-
paration would have been preferable,

V, Supervisors felt that morale of parents had been
raised.

VI, County Superintendent felt costs of the program a
problem, but agreed that it was beneficial,

VTI, Better financing and more teacher training were
given as needs for development.
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Chapter IX - Reports of Questionnaires to Teachers of

Special Classes,

I, Ten teachers answered the questionnaire shoving
that a majority of the exceptional children had.
Improved in,

A. Health

B. Physical Education

C. Reading ability

D. Number ability

E. Attention

F. Effort

G. Ability to follow directions

H, Arts and crafts

I, Handwrl ting

J, Speech

K, Ability to select activity

L, Personal appearance

II, Since these points are essential in the development of
the child, the program of special education was valuable.

Chapter X - Recommendations for Expansion of the Program,

I, G-roup the children according to grade,

II, Extend the program to include,

A, Speech correction

B, Sight saving

C, Physical therapy

D, Music
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E. Art

F, Physical education with normal group

V, Transportation and liinchroom facilities

VI. Testing program before placement

VII, Institutional care made available

VTII, A general committee to Judge management and care of
excet)tional children.
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CASE HISTORY FACTS"'-

(Information needed prior to individual psychological examination)

I, Introduction,

It is the purpose of the case history to convey pertinent

facts about the child who is in need of help. These facts may

"be secured by a teacher or special education, county supervisor,

school nurse, or other qualified person. These data are neces-

saary to give a better understanding of the child and are useful

in planning for the futtire development of the child,

II, Source of Referral:

1, Who referred: A child may be referred by a teacher,

parent, or agency.

2, Reason for referral: State briefly vdiy the child re-

quires speciaJ. attention at the time. Has he failed to make

progress in school because of physical, social, or mental

development?

III, Personal History:

1, Development aL

a. Birth: birth date and place, G-ive mother* s name,
G-ive mother's health during pregnancy and the
character of the delivery, (normal., instrximental,
etc.).

b. Post natal factors: Describe early and subse-
quent feeding history, particularly if at all
unusual. Tell the age (hhe child first started
to •walk and talk. Were there any vinusual be-

6 havior problems connected vrith the child's

1. This outline was prepared by Dr. Hugh L, Waskom, Director,
Psychological Clinic, Florida State University, Tallahassee,
Florida,
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development. If sleep disturbances have "been
present, tell the nature and frequency.
Describe nervous ha,blts such as tics, nail
biting, thumb sucking, peculiarity of speech,
masturbation.

c. Early Illness: Childhood diseases--unusual
development such as ear Infections, or condi-
tions "Which follovr Illnesses that called for
special medical attention, Describe any ser-
ious accidents the child may have had, and the
effects of these,

d. Report on current medical examination and re-
commendations: State present health and Include
report of any recent physical examination which
has been given the child. Describe any dis-
abilities or afflictions v4iich he may have,

IV, Social History

I, Family: Describe the father's occupation and the fam-

ily's present Income, Does the mother work? Describe her Job,

Tell to what extent the family has been self-supporting. How

far did the parents go in school? Describe briefly the economic,

social and cxjltural background of each parent, giving the size

of the families from which they came, If either parent is dead,

tell hoM the family has managed since the death of the parent,

What effect has the loss of this parent had upon the child's

development? Does the family life appear to be congenial?

If not, what is the source of the friction? Does the child

seem to get along better vrlth one parent or the other? If so,

which one? Which parent has the most reBponsiblllty for dis-

cipline of the child? What type of discipline is most gener-

ally used? Describe the sibling relationships.
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2, Home environment: How long has the family lived In

the commiinlty? Describe the type of home. How does the home

compare with others in the neighborhood?

3« Community: Describe the type of community (residen-

tial, factory, agriciiltiire, etc, ) Does the child have access

to supervised recreationaJ. facilities? Are undesirable influen-

ces such as pool halls, taverns, etc. readily accessible?

V. School History:

Give age of entering school, number of schools attended,

general level of performance, present grade, and whether the

child has failed or skipped any grades. Tell of any special

abilities or difficxilties in school work. Is the child's

behavior considered a problem in school? Describe, Tell the

child's attitude towards school. Be sure to include informa-

tion from previous teachers as well as current data,

VI, Miscellaneous:

Any item not referred to in other paj?ts of the report

should be mentioned here. Observations of teachers, impres-

sions obtained from parents, friends, etc. If any previous

recommendations have been made they should be recorded here.
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